EuroVelo in Spain: towards a national coordination

- 3 routes
- 10 regions
- 3,957 km
Coordination of EuroVelo in Spain

- **2012**: Meeting between Spanish cycling advocacy groups and EuroVelo
- **2013**: Meeting at the Permanent Representation of Spain to the EU (REPER) with the Spanish regions delegations
- **2014**: Meeting at FITUR, Madrid International Tourism Trade Fair (ConBici and Andalusia)
- **2012-2013-2014**: Meetings in Madrid: definition of work groups Coordination of EV1 and EV3 meeting
Coordination of EuroVelo in Spain: Ministry, regions and cycling organizations on the same track

The Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment is leading the creation of a coordination for EuroVelo in Spain. The Spanish regions and cycling organisations are involved in the project.

EuroVelo expects to achieve an official coordination for EuroVelo in Spain by 2014.